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BASIC
INFORMATION
about the SPEAD
The Spiritual-Educational Analysing Disc
Together with the Angel Symbols for Children the SPEAD is a tool in
communication/conflict solving/
transformation for:
__understanding and solving disputes
__revealing the unspoken
__recognizing and solving of blockages
__building bridges to positive
communication
__working on positive/constructive criticism
and conflict solving
__supporting group dynamic processes
__telling the essential from the not essential
__starting and supporting changes in
development
The SPEAD can also be used as a
Protection Circle for:
__protection of children and adults on
different levels of awareness
__development support
(supporting perception and language, etc.)
__development assistance
__supporting the family (for example, spiritual
family settings with protection circles)
__healing of the Inner Child

The SPEAD also serves as a monitoring/
analyzing aid for situations and persons, for
example:
__analyzing different types of learners
__detecting and supporting undiscovered spiritual perception skills
__difficult and extraordinary circumstances in
life (e.g. divorce, loss)
The SPEAD can also be used as a tool for
analysis and transformation in the
following areas:
__ADHS
__sexual abuse
__burnout
__mobbing
__disabilities
__behavioural problems
__illnesses
__etc.
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Handicraft instruction for the SPEAD

This disc, developed by Beate Fallaschinski, forms the centre of problem
analyses in Spiritual Education. It is used within families, for teaching and
therapy, but also as a transformation tool in therapy work with the Inner
Child. It is based on the energized Angel Symbols for Children by Ingrid Auer.

https://www.spirituellepaedagogik.com/english/basics/
the-spead/

eACADEMY

eWorkshop “Spiritual Education” with Ingrid Auer

This eWorkshop (online) covers a number of important aspects of Spiritual
Education, as developed by Ingrid Auer and Beate Fallaschinski. The SPEAD,
the spiritual-educational analysing disc, is central. We are very glad to be able
to make our Spiritual Education accessible to a wide public in this way.

http://eacademy.ingridauer.com

Set: “Energized Angel Symbols for Children”
This set is intended to help children and their parents
to playfully remake contact with the angelic world or
to strengthen their already existing connection with
the angelic world. It contains one guide and

21 energized Angel Symbol Cards.
www.amazon.com
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Discover Spiritual Education ONLINE
www.spiritualedu.com

www.IngridAuer.us | office@ingridauer.com

